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On September 29, 2005, the U.S. House of Representatives passed HR 3824, the so-called Threatened 
and Endangered Species Recovery Act of 2005 by Representative Richard Pombo (R-CA).  A give-
away to developers and the oil and mining industries, this bill would cut the heart out of the 
Endangered Species Act, America’s safety net for plants and wildlife on the brink of extinction.  
Below are some of the worst provisions of the Pombo bill, including changes made in House 
Resources Committee and last-minute amendments by Pombo that made this bad bill even worse just 
before the final House vote. 
 
 

HABITAT PROTECTIONS 
 
Completely Eliminates Critical Habitat Protections (Sec. 5, Sec. 10 amended) 
The Pombo bill completely eliminates the critical habitat protections of the Endangered Species Act.  The 
Endangered Species Act requires the designation of “critical habitat” areas for all threatened and 
endangered species. Critical habitat is the only portion of the Act that specifically protects habitat and 
explicitly establishes recovery as a management goal. It works: species with critical habitat are twice as 
likely to be recovering as species without it. 
 
No Protection for Habitat (Sec. 10) 
The Pombo bill requires that recovery plans identify “those specific areas that are of special value to the 
conservation of the species.” (Page 20, line 20)  Presumably, this is meant to substitute for the critical 
habitat protections for endangered species habitat eliminated by this bill. However, the Pombo bill does not 
define “areas of special value,” provides no legal protection to these areas, and allows industry and 
commercial interests to determine which areas are of special interest to endangered species (Page 23, line 
7). 
 
Last-Minute Change to Jeopardy Definition (Removed from Sec. 3 by Pombo Amendment) 
As a nominal concession for completely eliminating protections for critical habitat, the Pombo bill initially 
included a marginal strengthening of the definition of "jeopardy" to require some consideration for 
recovery of endangered species: ‘‘The term ‘jeopardize the continued existence’ means, with respect to an 
agency action (as that term is defined in section 7(a)(2)), that the action reasonably would be expected to 
significantly impede, directly or indirectly, the conservation in the long-term of the species in the wild.’’ 
(Sec 3(c))  The last-minute amendment completely removes even this small concession, and removes the 
protection for recovery of the species.  (Page 1, line 14 of Manager’s amendment)  This is beside the point 
that even the nominal concession would have made it harder to show harm to species, as well as allow 
actions that would harm species in the short-term. 
 
 

SCIENCE 
 
Increases Political Manipulation of Scientific Decisions (Sec. 3) 
The Pombo bill allows a political appointee, the Secretary of Interior, rather than scientists, to determine 
what constitutes the best science to be used in endangered species decisions.  “[The] Secretary shall issue 
regulations that establish criteria that must be met to determine which data constitute the best available 
scientific data…” (Page 3, line 16) The Endangered Species Act currently requires that all decisions be 
made on the basis of “the best available scientific information” and leaves it up to the scientific community 
to determine the best available science based on the current and continually changing scientific technology, 
knowledge, and methods. Pombo’s bill would place a political appointee in charge of the scientific 
decision-making process and allow for greater political manipulation of scientific decisions.  
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Allows Secretary to Disregard Scientific Studies (Sec. 3) 
A last-minute amendment by Pombo before the House vote inserted language that restricts the scientific 
data available for use in management decisions about the species.  Specifically, the changes limit the 
scientific information used in listing petitions to “data consists of empirical data… data is found in sources 
that have been subject to peer review by qualified individuals recommended by the National Academy of 
Sciences…” (Page 4, line 4)  This requirement sounds reasonable, but is actually an attempt to allow 
political appointees, such as Secretary of Interior Norton, to disregard scientific data, reports, and articles 
with which she disagrees.  (Opponents of the Endangered Species Act have previously stated their position 
that any studies that use statistical modeling—a huge portion of the studies used in wildlife management 
use statistical methods—are non-empirical.) 
 
Subjects Listings to Economic Analysis (Sec. 4) 
The Endangered Species Act currently requires listings (as threatened or endangered) to be based solely on 
the biological needs of the species.  A last-minute amendment by Pombo requires political and economic 
analyses, greatly complicating and politicizing what should be a biological decision. (Page 7, line 19) 
 
 

RECOVERY PLANS 
 
Removes Mandate for Recovery (Sec. 9 and 10)   
The Pombo bill deletes the current statute (ESA §4(f)) and rewrites it, leaving out the current specification 
of a recovery plan as being for the “conservation and survival of endangered species and threatened 
species…” (Page 17, line 5)  This reduces the mandate on the federal government to recover threatened or 
endangered species. 
 
Specifies Recovery Plans are Voluntary (Sec. 9, Sec. 10 amended) 
Although it requires that recovery plans are published within two years of listing the species as threatened 
or endangered, the Pombo bill explicitly assures that recovery plans have no regulatory weight to ensure 
their implementation. “Nothing in a recovery plan shall be construed to establish regulatory 
requirements…” (Page 26, line 12) Federal agencies would not be required to work toward the recovery 
goals and objectives for endangered species. 
 
Requires Recovery Plans to Include Industry Wishes (Sec. 9 and 10) 
The Pombo bill specifically requires the recovery plans include the desires of industry and commercial 
interests.  It requires the Secretary to ensure that each recovery team “includes sufficient representation 
from constituencies with a demonstrated direct interest in the species and its conservation or in the 
economic and social impacts of its conservation to ensure that the views of such constituencies will be 
considered in the development of the plan.” (Page 23, line 7) Currently, recovery plan are supposed to 
represent the biological needs and goals for threatened and endangered species, as developed by the 
scientific experts on each species. The Pombo bill would allow commercial interests to determine the 
biological needs of the species.  
 
 

PROTECTIONS 
 
Removes Protections from Declining Species (Sec. 10) 
The Pombo bill allows individual states to “pursue a determination that the portion of the species found in 
that State may be removed from [the threatened or endangered species lists].” (Page 27, line 4)  Such a 
system would allow individual states to remove protections for the species in that state even if the species is 
declining overall. 
 
Regulations Would Not Be Required to Protect and Recovery Species (Sec. 8)    
The Pombo bill removes the requirement that regulations issued under the Endangered Species Act must 
protect and recover species, and replaces it with a requirement to simply implement the federal 
bureaucracy.  Instead of regulations that “…insure that the purposes of this section are achieved efficiently 
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and effectively.” (ESA §4(h)), regulations would need only insure that “this section is implemented” (Page 
15, line 10)  Under this criteria, as long as regulations were consistent with the bureaucratic requirements of 
the Endangered Species Act, they could not be challenged as ineffective, even if it could be shown that 
such regulations were impeding the protection and recovery of endangered species. 
  
Discourages Protections for Distinct Populations (Sec. 4) 
The Pombo bill requires Fish and Wildlife Service to use the authority…to determine any distinct 
population of any species of vertebrate fish or wildlife to be an endangered species or a threatened species 
only sparingly.” (Page 6, line 4)  The Endangered Species Act currently allows the listing of species, 
subspecies, and “distinct population segments.” Pombo’s bill attempts to make it harder to list populations 
by requiring that it be done “sparingly.” 
 
Permits Pesticides that Kill Endangered Species  (Sec. 20, Amendment in Committee) 
An amendment in Committee by Rep. Greg Walden (R-OR) would suspend, for five years, the requirement 
that agricultural and commercial pesticides permitted by the federal government to be used outdoors 
(including predator poisons such as strychnine and compound 1080) must comply with the protections of 
the Endangered Species Act.  Current law requires that all poisons permitted under the Federal Insecticide 
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act must not directly or indirectly kill or harm threatened or endangered 
species.  Under the Pombo bill, any pesticides or specific uses that become permitted during the next five 
years would no longer be prohibited from killing endangered species.  This would include permit 
applications that had previously been rejected due to harmful effects on endangered species.  Pesticides that 
kill endangered butterflies, chemicals that run off into waterways and kill endangered fish, as well as 
poisons that kill protected wolves, grizzly bears, black-footed ferrets, San Joaquin kit foxes, bald eagles, 
and California condors, could again be permitted. 
 
Absolves Reservoirs and Dams of Responsibility (Sec. 12) 
A last-minute amendment by Pombo would largely absolve the operators of dams, reservoirs and canals 
from any responsibility to protect endangered species.  “The operator of a water storage reservoir, water 
diversion structure, canal, or other artificial water delivery facility shall not be in violation of section 9(a) 
by reason of any take of any aquatic species…” (Page 60, line 1) 
 
 

FEDERAL AGENCY CONSULTATIONS 
 
Exempts States from Federal Oversight (Sec. 11) 
The Pombo bill exempts state actions that may harm a threatened or endangered species once the state has a 
cooperative conservation agreement with the federal government for that species. “[Any] incidental take 
statement issued on the agreement shall apply to any such species, and to the State and and landowners 
enrolled in any program under the agreement, without further consultation…” (Page 38, line 22) As 
currently written, the Endangered Species Act provides full protection to each new species added to the 
endangered species list. The Pombo bill allows the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and NOAA Fisheries to 
sign an agreement with individual states prior to a species being listed, which prohibits new protections for 
those species. This would allow future actions that harm the species even if the cooperative agreement did 
not address such action, and even if the agreement was initiated before the species was listed as threatened 
or endangered.  
 
Allows Destructive Projects to Proceed by Default (Sec. 13, amended in Committee) 
The Endangered Species Act currently requires a destructive project can not proceed until it is reviewed 
and approved by government scientists. The review can not take place unless the agency or corporation 
proposing the project provides detailed information about the project and its likely effects. The Pombo bill 
turns this precautionary process on its head by specifying that destructive projects are allowed to proceed 
unless government scientists intercede to stop it. “If the Secretary fails to provide a written determination 
before the expiration of the [180-day period]…the Secretary is deemed to have determined that the 
proposed use complies…” (Page 57, line 6) The scientists will have little information to make such an 
intercession, because the Pombo bill allows agencies to provide only the “nature, the specific location, and 
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the anticipated schedule and duration of the proposed action” (Page 56, line 4), not enough information to 
allow a scientific review. 
 
Eliminates Independent Federal Oversight (Sec. 12) 
The Pombo bill allows the exemption of “specific agency actions or categories of agency actions” from 
independent review and instead substitute undefined Aalternate procedures.” (Page 44, line 10)  The 
Endangered Species Act requires that Fish and Wildlife Service or NOAA Fisheries Service biologists 
review all federal actions that may harm endangered species. The review is done only on the basis of the 
best available science, and is conducted by scientists independent of the federal agency proposing the 
harmful action. The Pombo bill moves to eliminate this independent oversight of projects that can harm 
endangered species. 
 
Eliminates the Endangered Species Committee (Sec. 11) 
The Pombo bill eliminates entirely, the Endangered Species Committee process, known as the God squad. 
(Page 48, line 20).  This cabinet-level review process to allow federal agencies to override the protections 
of the Endangered Species Act, has previously ruled against the federal government and for endangered 
species. 
 
Removes Authority of NOAA Fisheries  (Sec. 21)  
A last-minute amendment by Pombo would transfer endangered species programs under the NOAA 
Fisheries (the federal agency that oversees marine species) to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  This 
would be extremely difficult and expensive; FWS does not have the expertise in marine species; and this 
proposal is motivated by the fact that NOAA Fisheries has been more proactive than FWS over the past 
five years at protecting species and habitat.  

 
 

PRIVATE LANDOWNERS 
 
Codifies “No Surprises” Regulations (Sec. 13) 
The Pombo bill codifies the “No Surprises” policy—currently a highly controversial administrative 
regulation that has been widely condemned by scientists. The Pombo bill prohibits the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and NOAA Fisheries from updating failing Habitat Conservation Plans unless the private 
land owner holding the permit agrees. Thus new scientific information and the results of biological 
monitoring no longer require updating of plans. “For any changed circumstance not identified in the permit 
or incorporated document, the Secretary may, in the absence of consent of the [permittee], require only 
such additional minimization, mitigation, or other measures to address such changed circumstance that do 
not involve the commitment of any additional land, water, or financial compensation not otherwise 
committed, or the imposition of additional restrictions on the use of any land, water, or other natural 
resources otherwise available for development or use, under the original terms and conditions of the permit 
or incorporated document.” (Page 52, line 12)  
  
Bankrupts Conservation Programs to Give Payoffs to Developers (Sec. 13) 
The Pombo bill requires the federal government to pay private landowners for the loss of commercial value 
when an action (timber harvest, development, etc) is prohibited by the protections of the Endangered 
Species Act. The Pombo bill calls this provision “conservation aid.” The bill specifies that "The amount of 
the Aid is to be no less than the fair market value use that was proposed by the property owner." (Page 62, 
line 13) That is, the federal government would have to pay for profits developers hoped to gain by 
developing that portion of the land, including any profits lost due to mitigations asked of the landowner, 
such as retaining riparian corridors or setting aside mitigation habitat.  This not only would have a 
tremendous impact on the federal budget, it would set a precedent to require the government to pay 
industry for any profits lost to environmental protections, and it would reward developers who plan the 
maximum and most potentially profitable projects for the most ecologically important habitat.  In short, it 
begs developers to plan projects that allow them to extort maximum payment from the government. 
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